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first off, what
the fuck does

global
warming even

mean?!?

the UN states that Climate change refers to long-
term shifts in temperatures and weather patterns.
These shifts may be natural, but since the 1800s,

human activities have been the main driver of
climate change, primarily due to the burning of

fossil fuels (like coal, oil, and gas) which produces
heat-trapping gases.



so what?
the warming of the earth cause

glaciers to melt. this will make the
oceans rise and flood coastal cities.
climate change will also cause more

narural disasters and will cause
many species to go extinct and 



don't support fast
fashion!

fast fashion is bad for
the environment. instead
of buying from shein and

other places similar.
support local thrifts and
places like poshmark and

depop!

if you have the
means, you can also
buy from etsy and
other small shops.
donate old clothes
instead of throwing

them away!



take public transport!
cars produce insane

amounts of
emissions, when
possible take

public
transportation to
cut back on you're

impact. 

an even better
option is to bike or
walk! while this

option isn't always
practical or

possible,  it's one
of the best ways
to reduce your

carbon footprint 



vote!!!

voting is important no
matter what! vote for
politicians who have a
plan to combat climate

change

be informed about the
stances of the candidates

and make sure you're voting
for the cause YOU believe in 



attend local protests if
possible 

good old fashioned protesting is a
great way to get powerful people

aware of your stance. be safe and take
a sign!



reduce, reuse, recycle
it's a classic saying and it works! 

reduce the amount of water, plastic, and
chemicals you use.

reuse things like plastic bags,
cardboard boxes, and cans!

when you can't reduce or reuse, try to
recycle. you can take recyclables to a

local recycling center! sometimes they'll
even pay per item


